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Just yesterday another three hundred trees were discovered to 
have been cut down out of our beautiful brewingle forest! 
Although police searching the area have uncovered a set of 
footprints they have as yet been unable to identify the owner or 
where the tracks where leading.



Police have now also now uncovered a trail of bread crumbs 
which lead in the direction of the rich Mr Stanley's house which 
coincidently or not is constructing another wooden garage to 
harbour his endless collection of yachts. 
The police who questioned Mr Stanley yesterday say that he 
claims to have bought his wood from a legitimate source and 
that in no way has he broke or avoided the law. 
Police will investigate Mr Stanely's claim as soon as 
possible.



In breaking news police have discovered yet another piece of 
carelessly left evidence against Mr Stanely . This piece of 
evidence a jumper with the faded inscription of Stanly industries 
scribbled on the front. 

None would deny that things certainly don't look good for Mr Stanley 
know. A crime like this could fine Mr Stanley up to two million dollars 
and seriously damage his companies reputation.
A follow up investigation would also be necessary to investigate for 
just how long Mr Stanley has been illegally logging in Brewongle 
woods for.

A photo of Mr Stanley



But wait!! As police where bringing the jumper back to the local police 
station to examine it further a freak storm hit drenching the policemen 
and the evedince. As the police dried the soaked jacket at the station 
the noticed that the writing of Stanley industries had rubbed off and 
beneath it in tiny almost unrecognisable was the tiny writing of Jane 
industries. The arch enemy of Mr Stanley's logging company and co- 
incidentally or not the same company that provided local police with 
the first pieces of evidence that suggested Mr Stanley had been 
logging in Brewongle forests.

The jacket



As the investigation into Mr Jane continued police also discovered 
the tracks left in the 
Brewongle forests didn't match the tracks of the boots Mr Stanley's 
company supplies there workers with or the tracks of any of Mr 
Stanley's shoes. Instead these tracks exactly match those that 
Jane industries supply there workers with.

Jane incorporation 
supplied shoe.
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Finally the four day investigation that gripped 
Brewongle residents with outrage has come to end with 
a decisive decision in court today.

The jury came to the decision that Jane industries is 
responsible and charged them with a fine of four million 
dollars, and that customers who are buying from Jane 
industries have a full view of the investigation. A follow up 
investigation will also occur next March. 

Mr Jane



The end.


